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Abstract

Received:

Starting from Bertalanffy’s systems theory, we wrote the differential equation
systems of the digestive tract. We have examined the case in which maximum efficiency
is achieved, because then the body is in a state of equilibrium through its homeostasis.
We need to consider the digestive system as a so-called hierarchical system, because
it has many subsystems. The digestive system has a two-level control. Block diagrams
can be used to examine the kind of goal orientation we want to make effective because
this always depends on the current needs of the given organism. A block diagram of
the brain-controlled digestive tract in case of normal functioning was recorded. A block
diagram of the part directed by the hypothetical secondary brain was also recorded.
We note that this part is functioning also under normal circumstances, only the brain
activity obscures (masks) the everyday activity of the hypothetical brain.
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Introduction
The main requirement for the functioning of the digestive tract
is that the material going into the organism should be food and not
an indigestible ballast. Substances that are indigestible to the human
organism get into the body with food as well, such as cellulose
forming the walls of plant seeds and plant cells. The digestion
process should be optimized, we are not eating continuously, but
intermittently, approx. 3-4 times a day, we do not eat unlimited
quantities, because the body does not require it, etc. Defecation
should be made possible 1-2 times a day. So, optimization means
that fluctuations around the minimum and maximum values should
be characteristic of the daily digestive process. There is a whole
other kind of external restriction, namely the amount of money we
have to buy certain foods, and the kinds of foods we have in our
environment. Another external barrier may be whether we can
dedicate enough time for meals in our daily activities.The more
frequent diseases of the digestive apparatus are: gastro-duodenal
ulcer, gastric ulcer, gastric cancer, hepatitis, liver cirrhosis, hepatic,
gallbladder, colon cancer, chronic colitis, Chron disease, irritable
colon - colopathy, chronic gastritis, digestive haemorrhage [1-6].The
disturbances are seldom accentuated by stress. Hyperponderability
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is not related only to the digestive system [7]. Women tend to
gain weight during menopause – an average of 5–10 kg, with the
modification of fat spread, which deposits mainly on the abdomen
and hips [8]. This weight gain can be partially explained by
hormonal factors [9] (the centres of appetite and satiety are in
the hypothalamus, near the ones adjusting the ovaric activity);
it is favoured also by the decrease of physical activity related to
age, to stress [10] – personal or professional – which lead to an
excessive feeding, to searching in food – and especially sweets – a
compensation for frustrations.

Efficiency of Digestion in Mathematical Equations

In order to better emphasize the quantitative nature of
digestion, certain conditions are formulated. We set a number of
objectives in terms of performance (Pl5 P2 and P3), reliability (P1?
P2) and cost (Cx, C2 and C3). All these values are in fact the upper
and lower limits of the objectives in question. We assume a number
of critical factors – symbolically, A, B, X, Y, Z – as independent
variables, the values of which extend over a range of values. The
overall efficiency of the digestive tract – U T – is judged based on the
weighted average of the set requirements [11].
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Suppose that the significant performance objectives (1) are:

P3 = MP3AA+MP3BB+MP3XX+MP3YY+MP3ZZ

P2 – efficiency,

R2 = MR2AA+MR2BB+MR2XX+MR2YY+MR2ZZ

The reliability objectives shall be the following (2):

C2 = MC2AA+MC2BB+MC2XX+MC2YY+MC2ZZ

P1 – maximum digestibility,

R1 = MR1AA+MR1BB+MR1XX+MR1YY+MR1ZZ

P3 – minimum duration.

C1 = MC1AA+MC1BB+MC1XX+MC1YY+MC1ZZ

R1 – frequency of indigestion,

C3 = MC3AA+MC3BB+MC3XX+MC3YY+MC3ZZ

R2 – recovery time following indigestion.
C1 – regional preferential of eating,

The M coefficients themselves can be referenced to several
variables and may in fact be non-linear functions of the variable
whose coefficients they are. In addition, the overall efficiency of the
digestive tract – UT – may be a simple additive correlation:

C3 – individual preferential of eating.

The Digestive Tract From the Point of View of Systems
Theory

The cost objectives shall be the following (3):
C2 – familiar preferential of eating,

For the sake of simplicity, we have included only a few critical
factors (4). These shall be the following:
A – general external conditions,

B – the maximum digestion time to be met,
X – the condition of the subsystems,
Y – the quality of the food,

Z – the quantity of the food.

By replacing the critical factors in the terms (1), (2) and (3), we
can write the following equations:
P 1 = f P1 (A,B , X , Y, Z)
P 2 = f P2 (A,B , X , Y, Z)
P 3 = f P3 (A,B , X , Y, Z)

R 1 = f R1 (A,B , X , Y, Z)

R 2 = f R2 (A,B , X , Y, Z)
C 1 = f C1 (A,B , X , Y, Z)
C 2 = f C2 (A,B , X , Y, Z)
C 3 = f C3 (A,B , X , Y, Z)

If we now explain the f function relationships and replace them
with function coefficients that may be non-linear as well as the
functions other variables, the equations can be written as follows:
P1 = MP1AA+MP1BB+MP1XX+MP1YY+MP1ZZ
P2 = MP2AA+MP2BB+MP2XX+MP2YY+MP2ZZ
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UT =WP1P1+ WP2P2+ WP3P3+WR1R1+ WR2R2+ WC1C1 + WC2C2+ WC3C3

Let us examine the digestive tract from the point of view of
systems theory. We have to assume that the digestive tract as a
system is an integrated whole, even though it derives from various
structures and subfunctions. The other starting point should be
that as a system it has a certain objective, and that the balance of
these can vary greatly. The processes taking place in the digestive
tract aim to optimize the functions of the system as a whole
according to the objective, and to achieve maximum compatibility
of the digestive subsystems. The main goal is to make the whole
system work, not for a subset to operate optimally. A given system
(digestive tract), with its core inputs and outputs, is a subset of a
larger “super system”, the human organism. The requirements for
different levels of subsystems are not the same, for example, think of
two subsystems: the activity of the parotid gland and the pancreas.
Subfunctions can enable the overall operation, and they contribute
to the success of the entire digestion. Thus, the subfunctions
facilitate the functioning of the digestive tract as a whole.
So, for example, the kind of food we take in affects the attitude
of the subsystems and their sub-functions to this food. For example,
they have a qualitatively different attitude towards liquid foods
than towards solid foods, but they also have a different attitude
when consuming sugary or fibrous foods. The lifetime of digestion
depends on the quality of the food, the intensity of the small and
large intestine sub-functions, etc. [12]. People actually plan their
meals, and buy their daily food accordingly. If we look at all this
at system level, it can be illustrated in the form of a block diagram
(Figure 1):
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Figure 1: The block diagram of the digestive apparatus.

The Two-Level Biophysical Control of the Digestive
Tract in Human Organism
The central nervous system regulation of the digestive tract
is primarily achieved through the nerves in the brain. There is no
center in the brain that controls digestion, and that would control all
processes of the digestive tract from a single center [13]. Consider
the cerebral nerves of the 12 pairs that work at different levels in
the digestive tract:
a) The trigeminal nerve is mixed, with three branches: the
ophthalmic, the maxillary and the mandibular branch. The first
two are sensory, the third one is mixed. It innervates the facial
skin and masseter muscles.

b) The facial nerve is mixed, providing the innervation of
the mimic muscles, the sensitivity of taste, the function of the
salivary glands from under the tongue and the jaw, and the
secretory activity of the tear glands.
c)
The glossopharyngeal nerve is mixed, providing the
innervation of laryngeal muscle, taste perception and the
salivation of the parotid.
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d) The vagus nerve contains mixed, sensory, motor and
vegetative fibers: it controls most of the internal organs.

e) The nerve under the tongue is a motor that affects the
tongue muscles.

The digestion process is described in terms of equations,
symbols, circuit diagrams, as a result of which requirements can
be concretely implemented in an acceptable solution (Figure 2).
On the basis of systems theory, every subsystem of a system has
a certain level of integrity, with its own structural and functional
stability. In our opinion, this is true of the human body’s digestive
apparatus as the subsystems of the organism as well [14]. The
concept of the subsystem purports that it must have control over its
own structure. It follows, in our opinion, that digestive apparatus of
the human organism contains a so-called “hypothetical secondary
brain”, which is responsible for certain control functions over the
particular apparatus (Figure 3) [15]. The hypothetical secondary
brain of the digestive apparatus is probably located in the large
intestine.
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Figure 2: Process diagram of the digestive tract according to the requirements of function and structure.
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Figure 3: The block diagram of the digestive track – only “hypothetical seconder brain”-control.

Conclusion
The digestive apparatus is made of organs in which the
digestion of the foods and their absorption takes place. At the
same time, in the last segment of the digestive tube, the rectum,
the elimination of the unabsorbed rests takes place through the act
of defecation. Eating is strongly influenced by the unique past and
mental state of the organism. It has never consumed certain foods
Copyright@ Janos Vincze | Biomed J Sci & Tech Res | BJSTR. MS.ID.004288.

(which did not exist in its environment, or did not like them); or a
previous consumption of these led to illness or allergic condition.
The nutrition diseases are affections caused by disturbances in
the metabolism of the food substances. The metabolic deviations
have multiple causes: exogenous, endogenous and mixed. The most
important exogenous factor is the food intake. From the exogenous
factors the most important are: the constitutional, hereditary and
endocrine dysfunctions.We wrote the differential equation systems
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of the digestive tract by system theory and characterized its activity
by block diagram.In our opinion, this “hypothetical secondary
brains” of the digestive apparatus function continuously over
a person’s life, but its control function is so weak that due to the
dominant activity of the central nervous system, it has not yet been
detected and is still uncovered by scientific research.A fortunate
model describes the given momentary acquirements but beyond
this it enables assumptions which can be then translated into the
language of the experiment and on this basis you can arrange
certain new experimental conditions and situations. An adequately
selected model will promote not only raising the question but also
the scientific investigation of the phenomena. Forming a biophysical
model [16] is not the task of the biologist or physicist alone, a good
model can successfully construct only by common, collective work.
This is typically the task of the biophysicist and a problem which
falls within the competence of this discipline. Model is always an
approximation; the user of the model has to take into consideration
that he can approach only the absolute truth just through the
endless series of relative truths.
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